Are you an engineering student who is graduating this year and interested in participating in the Order of the Engineer Ceremony?

1. Check out the website
2. Review the obligation
3. Complete the form

The deadline to complete the form is May 26th

The cost of participation in the ceremony is $12 which pays for your iron ring (to be worn on the fifth finger (pinky) of your dominant hand) and certificate (cash, check, and Venmo accepted - see form). Engineering Student Council will be hosting a ring sizing event outside of Kennedy Library on Thursday May 11th, from 11:10 - 12:00 PM, but you can also figure out your ring size yourself using the resource link found in the above form.

Once you complete the form, the College of Engineering will order your ring and certificate. Rings and certificates will be distributed during the induction ceremony, which will take place on the Friday of graduation weekend, June 16th at 1:00 PM in the ATL.

We would like to acknowledge that this ‘iron ring ceremony’ has origins steeped in colonialism during a time when the field of engineering was not inclusive of all individuals. We have adopted the vision of the grass roots Canadian organization, ‘Retool the Ring’ to provide a ceremony that aligns with the evolution of present-day ethical perspectives as a profession and society. The Order of the Engineer is open to all engineering disciplines and inclusive of all engineers.